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Four-neutrino oscillation solutions of the solar neutrino problem
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We present an analysis of the neutrino oscillation solutions of the solar neutrino problem in the framework
of four-neutrino mixing where a sterile neutrino is added to the three standard ones. We perform a fit to the full
data set corresponding to the 825-day Super-Kamiokande data sample as well as to chlorine, GALLEX, and
SAGE and Kamiokande experiments. In our analysis we use all measured total event rates as well as all
Super-Kamiokande data on the zenith angle dependence and the recoil electron energy spectrum. We consider
both transitions via the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! mechanism as well as oscillations in vacuum
~just-so! and find the allowed solutions for different values of the additional mixing angles. This framework
permits transitions into active or sterile neutrinos controlled by the additional parameter cos2(q23)cos2(q24) and
contains as limiting cases the purene-active andne-sterile neutrino oscillations. We discuss the maximum
allowed values of this additional mixing parameter for the different solutions. As a particularity, we also show
that for MSW transitions there are solutions at 99% C.L. atq12 mixing angles greater thanp/4 and that the
best-fit point for the zenith angle distribution is in the second octant.

PACS number~s!: 26.65.1t, 13.15.1g, 14.60.Pq, 96.60.Jw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solar neutrinos were first detected three decades ag
the Homestake experiment@1# and from the very beginning
the puzzling issue of the deficit in the observed rate as c
pared to the theoretical expectation based on the stan
solar model@2# was pointed out, with the implicit assump
tion that neutrinos created in the solar interior reach
Earth unchanged; i.e., they are massless and have only
dard properties and interactions. This discrepancy led
change in the original goal of using solar neutrinos to pro
the properties of the solar interior towards the study of
properties of the neutrino itself and it triggered an inten
activity both theoretical as well as experimental, with ne
measurements being proposed in order to address the o
of the deficit.

On the theoretical side, enormous progress has been m
in the improvement of solar modeling and calculation
nuclear cross sections. For example, helioseismological
servations have now established that diffusion is occurr
and by now most solar models incorporate the effects
helium and heavy element diffusion@3,4#. From the experi-
mental point of view the situation is now much richer. Fo
additional experiments to the original chlorine experimen
Homestake@5# have also detected solar neutrinos: the rad
chemical gallium experiments onpp neutrinos, GALLEX
@6# and SAGE@7#, and the water Cherenkov detectors K
miokande@8# and Super-Kamiokande@9,10#. The latter have
been able, not only to confirm the original detection of so
neutrinos at lower rates than predicted by standard s
models, but also to demonstrate directly that the neutri
come from the sun by showing that recoil electrons are s
tered in the direction along the sun-earth axis. Moreov
they have also provided us with good information on t
time dependence of the event rates during the day and n
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as well as a measurement of the recoil electron energy s
trum. After 825 days of operation, Super-Kamiokande h
also presented preliminary results on the seasonal varia
of the neutrino event rates, an issue which will become
portant in discriminating the Mikheyev-Smirnov
Wolfenstein~MSW! scenario from the possibility of neutrin
oscillations in vacuum@11,12#. At the present stage, th
quality of the experiments themselves and the robustnes
the theory give us confidence that in order to describe
data one must depart from the standard model~SM! of par-
ticle physics interactions by endowing neutrinos with ne
properties. In theories beyond the SM, neutrinos may na
rally have new properties, the most generic of which is
existence of mass. It is undeniable that the most pop
explanation of the solar neutrino anomaly is in terms of n
trino masses and mixing leading to neutrino oscillations
ther invacuum@13# or via the matter-enhancedMSW mecha-
nism @14#.

On the other hand, together with the results from the so
neutrino experiments we have more evidence pointing
wards the existence of neutrino masses and mixing: the
mospheric neutrino data and the Liquid Scintillation Ne
trino Detector ~LSND! results. The first one can b
summarized in the existence of a long-standing anomaly
tween the predicted and observednm /ne ratio of the atmo-
spheric neutrino fluxes@15#. In this respect, the confirmatio
by the Super-Kamiokande collaboration@10,16# of the atmo-
spheric neutrino zenith-angle-dependent deficit, wh
strongly indicates the existence ofnm conversion, has been
of crucial relevance. In addition to the solar and atmosphe
neutrino results from underground experiments, there is a
an indication that there are neutrino oscillations in then̄m

→ n̄e channel by the LSND experiment@17#. All these ex-
perimental results can be accommodated in a single neu
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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oscillation framework only if there are at least three differe
scales of neutrino mass-squared differences. The simp
case of three independent mass-squared differences req
the existence of a light sterile neutrino, i.e., one whose in
action with standard model particles is much weaker than
SM weak interaction, so it does not affect the invisible
decay width, precisely measured at the CERNe1e2 collider
LEP @18–22#.

In this paper we present an analysis of the neutrino os
lation solutions of the solar neutrino problem in the fram
work of four-neutrino mixing where a sterile neutrino
added to the three standard ones. We perform a fit of the
data set corresponding to the 825-day Super-Kamioka
data sample as well as the data of the chlorine, GALLE
and SAGE experiments. In our analysis we use all measu
total event rates and all Super-Kamiokande data on the
nith angle dependence and the recoil electron energy s
trum. We consider both transitions via the Mikheye
Smirnov-Wolfenstein ~MSW! mechanism as well a
oscillations in vacuum~just-so! and find the allowed solu
tions for different values of the additional mixing angle
Our analysis contains as limiting cases the purene-active and
ne-sterile neutrino oscillations. We discuss the maximum
lowed values of the additional mixing angles for which t
different solutions are allowed.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we su
marize the main expressions for the neutrino oscillation f
mulas that we use in the analysis of solar neutrino data wh
take into account matter effects in the case of the MS
solution of the solar neutrino problem. We also present so
improvement concerning the calculation of the regenera
of solar ne’s in the Earth in the Appendix. Section III con
tains the summary of our calculations for the predictions
the different observables. Our quantitative results for
analysis of the four-neutrino oscillation parameters are gi
in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V, we summarize and discu
briefly our conclusions.

II. FOUR-NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

In this paper we consider the two four-neutrino schem
that can accommodate the results of all neutrino oscilla
experiments@20,21#:

~2.1!

In both these mass spectra there are two pairs of c
masses separated by a gap of about 1 eV which gives
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mass-squared differenceDmSBL
2 5Dm41

2 responsible for the
short-baseline~SBL! oscillations observed in the LSND ex
periment ~we use the common notationDmk j

2 [mk
22mj

2).
We have ordered the masses in such a way that in b
schemesDmsun

2 5Dm21
2 produces solar neutrino oscillation

and Dmatm
2 5Dm43

2 is responsible for atmospheric neutrin
oscillations. With this convention, the data of solar neutri
experiments can be analyzed using the neutrino oscilla
formalism presented in Ref.@22#, that takes into accoun
matter effects. In this section we present the neutrino os
lation formulas that we use in the analysis of solar neutr
data. The transition probabilities that take into account m
ter effects in the case of the MSW solution of the solar n
trino problem have been derived in Ref.@22#. Here we
present some improvement concerning the calculation of
regeneration of solarne’s in the Earth~see the Appendix!.

In four-neutrino schemes the flavor neutrino fieldsnaL
(a5e,s,m,t) are related to the fieldsnkL of neutrinos with
massesmk by the relation

naL5 (
k51

4

UaknkL ~a5e,s,m,t!, ~2.2!

where U is a 434 unitary mixing matrix, for which we
choose the parametrization

U5U34U24U23U14U13U12, ~2.3!

where

~Ui j !ab5dab1~cosq i j 21!~d iad ib1d jad jb!

1sinq i j ~d iad jb2d jad ib! ~2.4!

represents a rotation in thei -j 232 sector by an angleq i j .
In the parametrization~2.3! we have neglected, for simplic
ity, the possible presence ofCP-violating phases.

Since the negative results of the Bugeyn̄e disappearance
experiment @33# imply that uUe3u21uUe4u2&331022

for DmSBL
2 in the LSND-allowed region 0.2 eV2&DmSBL

2

&2 eV2, in the study of solar neutrino oscillations the m
tricesU13 andU14 can be approximated with the unit matr
~i.e., q135q1450) and we obtain

U5U34U24U23U12. ~2.5!

Explicitly, we have
5-2
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U5S c12 s12 0 0

2s12c23c24 c12c23c24 s23c24 s24

s12~c23s24s341s23c34! 2c12~s23c341c23s24s34! c23c342s23s24s34 c24s34

s12~c23s24c342s23s34! c12~s23s342c23s24c34! 2~c23s341s23s24c34! c24c34

D , ~2.6!
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whereq12, q23, q24, q34 are four mixing angles andci j
[cosqij andsi j [sinqij .

Since solar neutrino oscillations are generated by
mass-square difference betweenn2 and n1, it is clear from
Eq. ~2.6! that the survival of solarne’s mainly depends on
the mixing angleq12, whereas the mixing anglesq23 and
q24 determine the relative amount of transitions into ste
ns or activenm andnt . Let us remind the reader thatnm and
nt cannot be distinguished in solar neutrino experiments,
cause their matter potential and their interaction in the de
tors are equal, due only to neutral-current weak interactio
The active and/or sterile ratio and solar neutrino oscillatio
in general do not depend on the mixing angleq34, which
contributes only to the different mixings ofnm andnt , and
depends on the mixing anglesq23 q24 only through the com-
bination cosq23cosq24. Indeed, from Eq.~2.6! one can see
that the mixing ofns with n1 and n2 depends only onq12
and the product cosq23cosq24. Moreover, instead ofnm and
nt , one can consider the linear combinations

S na

nb
D 5S 2sinq 2cosq

cosq 2sinq
D S sinq34 cosq34

cosq34 2sinq34
D S nm

nt
D ,

~2.7!

with

tanq5
sinq24

tanq23
. ~2.8!

The mixing ofna andnb with n1 andn2 is given by

Ua152s12A12c23
2 c24

2 , Ua25c12A12c23
2 c24

2 ,

Ub15Ub250. ~2.9!

Therefore, the oscillations of solar neutrinos depend o
on q12 and the product cosq23cosq24. If cosq23cosq24
Þ1, solarne’s can transform in the linear combinationna of
active nm and nt . We distinguish the following limiting
cases: If cosq23cosq2450 then Us15Us250, Ua15
2sinq12, Ua25cosq12, corresponding to the limit of pure
two-generationne→na transitions; if cosq23cosq2451 then
Us152sinq12, Us25cosq12 and Ua15Ua250 and we
have the limit of pure two-generationne→ns transitions.

Since the mixing ofne with n1 and n2 is equal to the
mixing in the case of two generations~with the mixing angle
q12), the mixing ofns with n1 andn2 is equal to the one in
the case of two generations times cosq23cosq24 and the
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mixing of na with n1 andn2 is equal to the one in the case o
two generations timesA12cos2q23cos2q24, it is clear that in
the general case of simultaneousne→ns and ne→na oscil-
lations the corresponding probabilities are given by

Pne→ns

Sun 5cos2q23cos2q24~12Pne→ne

Sun !, ~2.10!

Pne→na

Sun 5~12cos2q23cos2q24!~12Pne→ne

Sun !. ~2.11!

These expressions satisfy the relation of probability c
servationPne→ne

Sun 1Pne→ns

Sun 1Pne→na

Sun 51.

If Dm21
2 is in the MSW region (1028 eV2&Dm21

2 &3
31024 eV2), the survival probabilities of solarne’s is given
by @22#

Pne→ne

Sun 5
1

2
1S 1

2
2PcD cos 2q12cos 2q12

M . ~2.12!

Here the angleq12
M is the effective mixing angle in matte

corresponding to the vacuum mixing angleq12 and given by

tan 2q12
M5

tan 2q12

12A/Dm21
2 cos 2q12

, ~2.13!

with

A[ACC1cos2q23cos2q24ANC . ~2.14!

The quantitiesACC and ANC describe the matter effect
and are given by

ACC52A2GFENe, ANC52A2GFENn, ~2.15!

whereNe and Nn are, respectively, the number densities
electrons and neutrons in the medium,E is the neutrino en-
ergy, andGF is the Fermi constant. The effective mixin
angleq12

M in Eqs.~2.12! and~2.10! must be evaluated at th
point of neutrino production inside of the Sun. The quant
Pc in Eq. ~2.12! is the crossing probability given by the usu
two-generation formula~see@25#! and the replacement of th
two-generation expression forA with that given in Eq.
~2.14!.

During the night solar neutrinos cross the Earth bef
reaching the detector and regeneration ofne’s is possible
@23#. In the four-neutrino schemes under consideration,
probabilities ofne→ne andne→ns transitions after crossing
the Earth are given by@22#
5-3
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Pne→ne

Sun1Earth5Pne→ne

Sun 1
~122Pne→ne

Sun !~Pn2→ne

Earth 2sin2q12!

cos 2q12
, ~2.16!

Pne→ns

Sun1Earth5Pne→ns

Sun 1
~2Pne→ns

Sun 2cos2q23cos2q24!~Pn2→ns

Earth 2cos2q12cos2q23cos2q24!

cos 2q12cos2q23cos2q24

. ~2.17!
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The probability of ne→na transitions is given by the
conservation of probability: Pne→na

Sun1Earth512Pne→ne

Sun1Earth

2Pne→ns

Sun1Earth .

The probabilitiesPn2→ne

Earth and Pn2→ns

Earth in Eqs. ~2.16! and

~2.17! can be calculated by integrating numerically the d
ferential equation that describes the evolution of neutr
flavors in the Earth~see@22#! or by using the analytical so
lution assuming a step-function profile of the Earth mat
density~see@24#! . However, we notice that the probabilitie
Pn2→ne

Earth and Pn2→ns

Earth are not independent, because, as sho

in the Appendix, they are related by

Pn2→ns

Earth 5cos2q23cos2q24~12Pn2→ne

Earth !. ~2.18!

Therefore, in the analysis of solar neutrino data we nee
calculate onlyPn2→ne

Earth .

If Dm21
2 is in the range of the vacuum oscillation solutio

of the solar neutrino problem (10211 eV2&Dm21
2

&1029 eV2), the survival probability of solarne is given by
the two-generation formula

Pne→ne

Sun 512sin22q12sin2
Dm21

2 L

4E
, ~2.19!

whereE is the neutrino energy andL is the Sun-Earth dis-
tance, whose seasonal variations must be taken into acc
In this case there is no matter effect during neutrino pro
gation in the Earth.

III. DATA AND TECHNIQUES

In order to study the possible values of neutrino mas
and mixing for the oscillation solution of the solar neutrin
problem, we have used data on the total event rates meas
in the chlorine experiment at Homestake@5#, in the two gal-
lium experiments GALLEX and SAGE@6,7# and in the wa-
ter Cherenkov detectors Kamiokande and Sup
Kamiokande shown in Table I. Apart from the total eve

TABLE I. Measured rates for the chlorine, gallium, Kamio
kande, and Super-Kamiokande experiments.

Experiment Rate Ref. Units Ri
BP98

Homestake 2.5660.23 @5# SNU 7.861.1
GALLEX 1 SAGE 72.365.6 @6,7# SNU 13067
Kamiokande 2.8060.38 @8# 106 cm22 s21 5.260.9
Super-Kamiokande 2.4560.08 @10# 106 cm22 s21 5.260.9
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rates, we have in this last case the zenith angle distributio
the events and the electron recoil energy spectrum, all m
sured with their recent 825-day data sample@10#. Although,
as discuss in Ref.@26# the inclusion of Kamiokande result
does not affect the shape of the regions, because of the m
larger precision of the Super-Kamiokande measurement,
convenient to introduce it as in this way the number of d
grees of freedom for the fit of the rates only is 42351
~instead of zero degrees of freedom!, that allows the con-
struction of a well-definedxmin

2 confidence level.
For the calculation of the theoretical expectations we

the BP98 standard solar model of Ref.@27#. The general
expression of the expected event rate in the presence o
cillations in experimenti in the four-neutrino framework is
given byRi

th :

Ri
th5 (

k51,8
fkE dEnlk~En!3@se,i~En!^Pne→ne

&1sx,i~En!

3~12^Pne→ne
&2^Pne→ns

&!#. ~3.1!

whereEn is the neutrino energy,fk is the total neutrino flux,
and lk is the neutrino energy spectrum~normalized to 1!
from the solar nuclear reactionk with the normalization
given in Ref.@27#. Here se,i (sx,i) is the ne (nx ,x5m,t)
interaction cross section in the Standard Model with the
get corresponding to experimenti. For the chlorine and Gal-
lium experiments we use improved cross sectionssa,i(E)
(a5e,x) from Ref. @28#. For the Kamiokande and Supe
Kamiokande experiment we calculate the expected sig
with the corrected cross section as explained belo
^Pne→na

& is the time-averagedne survival probability. In

case of MSW transitionsPne→ne
and Pne→ns

are given in
Eqs.~2.16! and ~2.17!, respectively.

For vacuum oscillations we must include the effect of t
Earth orbit eccentricity. The yearly averaged probability
obtained by averaging Eq.~2.19! with L(t)5L0@1
2« cos 2p(t/T)#:

^Pne→ne
&5^Pne→ne

Sun &522sin2 2q12

3F12cosS Dm21
2 L0

2E D J0S «Dm21
2 L0

2E D G ,
~3.2!

where« is the orbit eccentricity~0.0167!, L0 is the average
Earth orbit radius (1.4963108 km) andJ0(x) is the Bessel
function. We have also included in the fit the experimen
5-4
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results from the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration on the
nith angle distribution of events taken on 5 night periods a
the day averaged value, which we graphically reduced fr
Ref. @10#. For MSW oscillations we compute the expect
event rate in the perioda in the presence of oscillations as

Rsk,a
th 5

1

Dta
E

t(cosFmin,a)

t(cosFmax,a)

dt (
k51,8

fkE dEnlk~En!

3@se,sk~En!^Pne→ne
~t!&1sx,sk~En!

3„12^Pne→ne
~t!&2^Pne→ns

~t!&…#, ~3.3!

wheret measures the yearly averaged length of the perioa
normalized to 1, so Dta5t(cosFmax,a)2t(cosFmin,a)
50.500, 0.086, 0.091, 0.113, 0.111, 0.099 for the day
five night periods. Notice that for vacuum oscillations the
is no matter effect during neutrino propagation in the Ea
In this caseRsk,a

th 5Rsk
th , as given in Eq.~3.1!. The Super-

Kamiokande Collaboration has also presented the result
the day-night variation in the form of a day-night asymm
try. Since the information included in the zenith angle dep
dence already contains the day-night asymmetry, we h
not added the asymmetry as an independent observab
our fit.

The Super-Kamiokande Collaboration has also measu
the recoil electron energy spectrum. In their published an
sis @9# after 504 days of operation they present their res
for energies above 6.5 MeV using the low-energy~LE!
analysis in which the recoil energy spectrum is divided in
16 bins, 15 bins of 0.5 MeV energy width and the last b
containing all events with energy in the range 14–20 Me
Below 6.5 MeV the background of the LE analysis increa
very fast as the energy decreases. Super-Kamiokande
designed a new super low-energy~SLE! analysis in order to
reject this background more efficiently so as to be able
lower their threshold down to 5.5 MeV. In their 825-day da
@10# they have used the SLE method and they present re
for two additional bins with energies between 5.5 and
MeV. In our study we use the experimental results from
Super-Kamiokande Collaboration on the recoil electr
spectrum divided in 18 energy bins, including the resu
from the LE analysis for the 16 bins above 6.5 MeV and
results from the SLE analysis for the two low-energy b
below 6.5 MeV. The general expression of the expected
in a bin in the presence of oscillationsRth, is similar to that
in Eq. ~3.1!, with the substitution of the cross sections wi
the corresponding differential cross sections folded with
finite energy resolution function of the detector and in
grated over the electron recoil energy interval of the b
T min<T<Tmax :

sa,sk~En!5E
Tmin

Tmax
dTE

0

En/~11me/2En!

dT8 Res~T,T8!

3
dsa,sk~En ,T8!

dT8
. ~3.4!

The resolution function Res(T,T8) is of the form@9,29#:
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Res~T,T8!5
1

A2p@0.47AT8~MeV! #

3expF2
~T2T8!2

0.44T8 ~MeV !
G , ~3.5!

and we take the differential cross sectiondsa(En ,T8)/dT8
from @30#.

In the statistical treatment of all these data we perform
x2 analysis for the different sets of data, following close
the analysis of Ref.@31# with the updated uncertainties give
in Refs.@26–28#, as discussed in Ref.@32#. We thus define a
x2 function for the three set of observablesx rates

2 , xzenith
2 , and

xspectrum
2 where in bothxzenith

2 and xspectrum
2 we allow for a

free normalization in order to avoid double counting with t
data on the total event rate which is already included
x rates

2 . In the combinations of observables we define thex2 of
the combination as the sum of the differentx2’s. In principle,
such an analysis should be taken with a grain of salt as th
pieces of information are not fully independent; in fact, th
are just different projections of the double differential spe
trum of events as a function of time and energy. Thus, in
combination we are neglecting possible correlations betw
the uncertainties in the energy and time dependence of
event rates.

IV. RESULTS

As explained in Sec. II, for the mass scales invoked in
explanation of the atmospheric and LSND data and after
posing the strong constraints from the Bugey@33# and
CHOOZ @34# reactor experiments, the relevant parame
space for solar neutrino oscillations in the framework
four–neutrino mixing is a three-dimensional space in
variables Dm21

2 , q12 and cos2(q23)cos2(q24)[c23
2 c24

2 . As
shown in Sec. II, the casec23

2 c24
2 50 corresponds to the usua

two-neutrino oscillationsne→na wherena is the admixture
of nm andnt given in Eq.~2.7!, thus an active neutrino. Th
other extreme casec23

2 c24
2 51 corresponds to the usual two

neutrino oscillations ofne into a pure sterile neutrino.
In our choice of ordering the neutrino masses in the t

schemes~2.1! the mass-squared differenceDm21
2 is positive.

The mixing angleq12 can vary in the interval 0<q12<p/2.
In the case of vacuum oscillations, the transition probabilit
are symmetric under the changeq12→p/22q12 and each
allowed value of sin2(2q12) corresponds to two allowed val
ues of q12. On the other hand, in the case of the MS
solutions the transition probabilities are not invariant und
the changeq12→p/22q12 and resonant transitions are po
sible only for values ofq12 smaller thanp/4. In the analysis
of the observable rates, we present the results in the com
plot of sin2(2q12) due to the fact that the allowed region do
not extend toq12.p/4. But, when we include the rest o
observables we remark that this is not the case, and
present the results as a function of sin2(q12) ~see@35#! show-
ing that there is a portion of the space of parameters in
second octant ofq12 allowed at 99% C.L. This enlarge
5-5
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parameter space is also used in Ref.@26#.
We first present the results of the allowed regions in

three-parameter space for the different combination of
servables. In building these regions, for a given set of
servables, we compute for any point in the parameter sp
of four-neutrino oscillations the expected values of the
servables and with those and the corresponding uncertai
we construct the functionx2(Dm12

2 ,q12,c23
2 c24

2 )obs. We find
its minimum in the full three-dimensional space consider
as a unique framework both MSW and vacuum oscillatio
The allowed regions for a given C.L. are then defined as
set of points satisfying the condition:

x2~Dm12
2 ,q12,c23

2 c24
2 !obs2xmin,obs

2 <Dx2~C.L., 3 dof!,
~4.1!

FIG. 1. Allowed regions inDm21
2 and sin2(2q12) for the MSW

four-neutrino oscillations from the measurements of the total ev
rates at chlorine, gallium, Kamiokande, and Super-Kamioka
~825-day data sample!. The different panels represent the allow
regions at 99%~darker! and 90% C.L.~lighter! obtained as section
for fixed values of the mixing anglesc13

2 c23
2 of the three-

dimensional volume defined byx22xmin
2 56.25 ~90%!, 11.36

~99%!. The best-fit point in the three-parameter space is plotted
star.
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where, for instance,Dx2 ~C.L., 3 dof!56.25, 7.83, and 11.36
for C.L.590, 95, and 99 %, respectively. In Figs. 1–7 w
plot the sections of such volume in the plan
@Dm21

2 , sin2(2q12)# or @Dm21
2 , sin2(q12)# for different values

of c23
2 c24

2 .
Figures 1 and 2 show the results of the fit to the obser

total rates only. We find that both at 90 and 99% C.L., t
three-dimensional allowed volume is composed of th
separated three-dimensional regions in the MSW secto
the parameter space~Fig. 1!, which we denote as SMA
LMA, and LOW solutions following the usual two-neutrin
oscillation picture and a ‘‘tower’’ of regions in the vacuum
oscillations sector~Fig. 2!. The values of the minimum of the
x2 in the different regions are given in Table II. The glob
minimum used in the construction of the volumes lies in t
SMA region and for a nonvanishing value ofc23

2 c24
2 50.3,

although, as can be seen in the first panel in Fig. 8, this i
very little statistical significance asDx2 for the SMA solu-

nt
e

a

FIG. 2. Allowed regions inDm21
2 and sin2(2q12) for the vacuum

four-neutrino oscillations from the measurements of the total ev
rates at chlorine, gallium, Kamiokande, and Super-Kamioka
~825-day data sample!. The different panels represent the allowe
regions at 99%~darker! and 90% C.L.~lighter! obtained as sections
for fixed values of the mixing anglesc13

2 c23
2 of the three-

dimensional volume defined byx22xmin
2 56.25 ~90%!, 11.36

~99%! wherexmin
2 is in the MSW region.
5-6
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tion is very mildly dependent onc23
2 c24

2 (Dx2&0.5 for
c23

2 c24
2 &0.5).

As seen in Fig. 1, the SMA region is always a valid s
lution for any value ofc23

2 c24
2 . This is expected as in th

two-neutrino oscillation picture this solution holds both f
pure active-active and pure active-sterile oscillations.1 On
the other hand, both the LMA and LOW solutions disapp
for a value of the mixingc23

2 c24
2 *0.5(0.3). Unlike active

neutrinos which lead to events in the water Cherenkov

1Notice, however, that the statistical analysis is different: in
two-neutrino picture the pure active-active and active-sterile ca
are analyzed separately, whereas in the four-neutrino picture
are taken into account simultaneously in a consistent scheme
allows us to calculate the allowed regions with the prescript
given in Eq.~4.1!. We think that the agreement between the resu
of the analyses with two and four neutrinos indicate that the ph
cal conclusions are quite robust.

FIG. 3. Allowed regions inDm21
2 and sin2q12 for the MSW

four-neutrino oscillations from the measurements of the event r
and the Super-Kamiokande zenith angular dependence data.
shadowed area represents the excluded region at 99% C.L. from
zenith angular data.
01300
-

r

-

tectors by interacting via neutral current with the electro
sterile neutrinos do not contribute to the Kamiokande a
Super-Kamiokande event rates. Therefore, a larger surv
probability for 8B neutrinos is needed to accommodate t
measured rate. As a consequence a larger contribution f
8B neutrinos to the chlorine and gallium experiments is e
pected, so that the small measured rate in chlorine can
be accommodated if no7Be neutrinos are present in the flu
This is only possible in the SMA solution region, since in t
LMA and LOW regions the suppression of7Be neutrinos is
not enough.

In Table III we give the maximum values ofc23
2 c24

2 for
which the different solutions are allowed at the 90 and 9
C.L. according to different statistical criteria which we di
cuss below. In Fig. 2 we plot the corresponding sections
the vacuum oscillation sector. As seen in the figure, asc23

2 c24
2

grows, the vacuum oscillation solution becomes more
stricted in the allowed values of mass splittings until beco
ing a narrow band atDm21

2 ;10210 eV2 for the pure sterile
case.

e
es
ey
at

n
s
i-

es
he

the

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the measurements of the e
rates and the Super-Kamiokande recoil electron energy spect
The shadowed area represents the excluded region at 99%
from the energy spectrum.
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Figure 3 shows the regions allowed by the fit of both to
rates and the Super-Kamiokande zenith angular distribu
in the MSW sector of the parameter space. In the vacu
oscillation section no day-night variation is expected. A
plotted is the excluded region at 99% C.L. from the zen
angular measurement. This exclusion volume is built as
corresponding three-degrees-of-freedom region for thex2 of
the zenith angular data with respect to the minimum va
xmin,zen

2 50.8 which occurs at Dm21
2 52.731026 eV2,

sin2(q12)50.85, andc23
2 c24

2 50.0. We remark that this mini
mum is placed in the second octant and this was not inclu
in past analysis of two-flavor MSW solutions although
leads to little effect in the final results of the allowed region
As seen in the figure and also in Table III, the main effect
the inclusion of the day-night variation data is to cut dow
the lower part of the LMA region and to push towar
slightly higher values the maximumc23

2 c24
2 for which the

LMA and the LOW solutions are still valid.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we plot the regions allowed by the fit

both total rates and the Super-Kamiokande energy spect
Also plotted is the excluded region at 99% C.L. from t
spectrum data which is obtained as the corresponding th

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for the measurement of the ev
rates and the Super-Kamiokande recoil electron energy spect
The shadowed area represents the excluded region at 99%
from the energy spectrum.
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e
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degrees-of-freedom region for thex2 of the spectrum data
with respect to the minimum valuexmin,spec

2 515.1, which
occurs in the vacuum solution sector atDm21

2 56.3
310210 eV2 and sin2(2q12)51, and it is almost independen
of c23

2 c24
2 . As seen in the figure and also in Table III, th

main effect of the inclusion of the spectrum data in the MS
regions is also to push towards slightly higher values
maximumc23

2 c24
2 for which the LMA and the LOW solutions

are still valid. Figure 4 shows that the LMA region at 99
C.L. extends to high values ofDm21

2 , even above 1023 eV2

for c23
2 c24

2 &0.1. Since the atmospheric mass squared dif
enceDmatm

2 lies between 1023 and 1022 eV2 ~see@36#!, one
may wonder if the solar and atmospheric mass squared
ferences may coincide and three massive neutrinos ma
enough for the explanation of solar, atmospheric, and LS
data. The answer to this question is negative, because in
high-Dm21

2 part of the 99% C.L. LMA region the mixing
angleu21 is large, 0.3&sin2(u21)&0.7, and in this case dis
appearance ofn̄e’s should be observed in long-baseline r
actor experiments, contrary to the results of the CHOOZ@34#
experiment. In other words, the results of the CHOOZ e

nt
m.
.L. FIG. 6. Results of the global analysis for the allowed regions
Dm21

2 and sin2q12 for the MSW four-neutrino oscillations. The ligh
~dark! regions are allowed at 90% C.L.~99% C.L.!.
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FIG. 7. Results of the global analysis for the allowed regions
Dm21

2 and sin2(2q12) for the vacuum four-neutrino oscillations. Th
light ~dark! regions are allowed at 90% C.L.~99% C.L.!.
01300
n

FIG. 8. Dx2 as a function of the mixing parameterc23
2 c24

2 for the
different solutions SMA~full line!, LMA ~dashed!, LOW ~dotted!,
and vacuum~dot-dashed! from the analysis of the rates only righ
panels and from the analysis of the full data set~right panels!. Each
row represents the value for the different statistical criteria C1,
and C3 as defined in the text. The dotted horizontal lines corresp
to the 90, 95, 99 % C.L. limits for each criteria.
olar
TABLE II. Best-fit points and the corresponding probabilities for the different solutions to the s
neutrino deficit and for different combinations of observables.

Rates Rates1zenith Rates1spectrum Global

Dm2 5.631026 6.231026 5.231026 5.231026

SMA sin2(2q) 6.031023 5.431023 4.731023 4.731023

c23
2 c24

2 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.0
xmin

2 ~Prob%! 0.55 ~45! 6.2 ~40! 23.9 ~16! 29.7 ~16!

Dm2 1.431025 4.231025 1.431025 3.931025

LMA sin2(2q) 0.68 0.81 0.68 0.78
c23

2 c24
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

xmin
2 ~Prob%! 3.80 ~5! 8.6 ~20! 23.1 ~19! 29.1 ~18!

Dm2 1.331027 1.131027 1.031027 1.031027

LOW sin2(2q) 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
c23

2 c24
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

xmin
2 ~Prob%! 8.3 ~0.4! 13.6 ~3.4! 27.9 ~6.4! 33.0 ~8.1!

Dm2 9.1310211 9.1310211 4.5310210 4.4310210

Vacuum sin2(2q) 0.78 0.78 0.9 0.9
c23

2 c24
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

xmin
2 ~Prob%! 4.5 ~3.4! 9.9 ~13! 28.8 ~5.1! 34.3 ~6.1!
5-9
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TABLE III. Maximum allowed value of cos23
2 cos24

2 at 90% and 99% C.L. for the different solutions to th
solar neutrino problem with the different statistical criteria. SMA is allowed at 90% for all the rang
cos23

2 cos24
2 .

Observ. Crit. LMA 90~99! LOW 90 ~99! VAC 90 ~99!

C1 0.25~0.54! – ~0.36! 0.56 ~1.0!
Rates C2 0.44~0.69! 0.54 ~1.00! 1.0 ~1.0!

C3 0.14~0.43! – ~0.18! 0.12 ~1.0!
C1 0.30~0.61! – ~0.45! 0.61 ~1.0!

Rates1SK Zenith C2 0.45~0.74! 0.59 ~0.90! 1.0 ~1.0!
C3 0.19~0.49! – ~0.23! 0.15 ~1.0!
C1 0.43~0.67! 0.18 ~0.56! 0.12 ~0.77!

Rates1SK Spect C2 0.43~0.67! 0.54 ~1.0! 0.83 ~1.0!
C3 0.45~0.72! – ~0.57! – ~0.93!
C1 0.48~0.78! 0.28 ~0.70! 0.22 ~0.83!

Global fit C2 0.48~0.78! 0.61 ~1.0! 0.83 ~1.0!
C3 0.48~0.83! 0.20 ~0.76! – ~0.95!
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periment, that have not been taken into account in the pre
analysis, forbid the part of the 99% C.L. LMA region th
extends aboveDm21

2 .1023 eV2. For this reason we cut th
plots at this value. For the vacuum sector, once the spec
data is included the higherDm21

2 are favored but we find no
region at the 90% C.L. for any value ofc23

2 c24
2 *0.2 and at

the 99% C.L. the region totally disappears forc23
2 c24

2 *0.8.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results from the global fit of

full set of data. The values of the minimumx2 in the differ-
ent regions are given in Table II. The global minimum us
in the construction of the volumes lies in the LMA regio
and for vanishingc23

2 c24
2 corresponding to purene-active

neutrino oscillations.
In Table III we give the maximum values ofc23

2 c24
2 for

which the different solutions are allowed at the 90 and 9
C.L. according to different statistical criteria. The use of ea
criteria depends on the physics scenario to which the re
of our analysis is to be applied.

Criterion 1 (C1). The maximum allowed value of th
mixing c23

2 c24
2 at a given C.L. for a given solution is define

as the value for which the corresponding region of the
lowed three-dimensional volume defined as a 3-dof s
with respect to theglobal minimum in the full paramete
space, disappears. In the first row in Fig. 8 we plot the valu
of Dx2 defined in this way for the different solutions as
function of c23

2 c24
2 for the fit of the total rates only~left pan-

els! and for the global analysis~right panels!. This criterion
is the one used in building the regions in Figs. 1–7. It
applicable to models where no region of the parameter sp
MSW-SMA, MSW-LMA, MSW-LOW or vacuum is fa-
vored.

Criterion 2 (C2): The maximum allowed value of th
mixing c23

2 c24
2 at a given C.L. for a given solution is define

as the value for which the corresponding allowed thr
dimensional region defined as a 3-dof shift with respec
the local minimum in the corresponding region, disappears.
In the second row in Fig. 8, we plot the values ofDx2

defined in this way for the different solutions as a function
c23

2 c24
2 for the fit to the total rates only~left panels! and for
01300
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the global analysis~right panels!. This criterion holds for
models where only a certain solution, MSW-SMA, MSW
LMA, MSW-LOW or vacuum is possible and it yields les
restrictive limits.

Criterion 3 (C3): The maximum allowed value of the
mixing c23

2 c24
2 at a given C.L. is obtained calculating th

two-dimensional allowed regions in the sin2u12–Dm12
2 plane

for each fixed value ofc23
2 c24

2 . These allowed regions ar
defined through the 2-dof shift with respect to theglobal
minimumin the plane sin2u12-Dm12

2 ~this is analogous to Cri-
terion 1 for two parameters!. For each solution, the maxi
mum allowed value ofc23

2 c24
2 is that for which the corre-

sponding two-dimensional region in the sin2u12–Dm12
2

disappears. This criterion is the equivalent to the usual tw
neutrino analysis but withne oscillating into a state which is
a given superposition of active and sterile neutrino. In
third row in Fig. 8 we plot the differenceDx2 between the
local minimum ofx2 for each solution and the global min
mum in the plane sin2u12–Dm12

2 as a function ofc23
2 c24

2 .
Notice that for the analysis of rates only the minimum in t
plane sin2u12 and Dm12

2 occurs always in the MSW-SMA
region for any value ofc23

2 c24
2 . Therefore, the curve for the

MSW-SMA solution corresponds to the horizontalDx250
line and it is not shown. For the global analysis, wh
c23

2 c24
2 ,0.1 the minimum in the plane occurs for the MSW

LMA ~dashed line! solution, while forc23
2 c24

2 .0.1 it moves
to the MSW-SMA ~full line!. For this reason the curve fo
the MSW-SMA ~MSW-LMA ! solution is only seen for
c23

2 c24
2 ,0.1 (.0.1), while for c23

2 c24
2 .0.1 (,0.1) it coin-

cides with theDx250 line. In general this criterion is appli
cable for models where the additional mixingc23

2 c24
2 is fixed

a priori to some value, so that the model in fact conta
only two free parameters~if c23

2 c24
2 is larger than the maxi-

mum allowed for a given solution, it means that that soluti
is not allowed in the specific model!.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

At present, the standard model assumption of mass
neutrinos is under question due to the important results
5-10
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underground experiments. Altogether they provide solid e
dence for the existence of anomalies in the solar and at
spheric neutrino fluxes which could be accounted for
terms of neutrino oscillationsne→nx and nm→nx , respec-
tively. Together with these results there is also the indicat

of neutrino oscillations in then̄m→ n̄e channel obtained in
the LSND experiment. All these experimental results can
accommodated in a single neutrino oscillation framew
only if there are at least three different scales of neutr
mass-squared differences. The simplest way to open the
sibility of incorporating the LSND scale in the solar an
atmospheric neutrino scales is to invoke a sterile neutr
i.e., one whose interaction with standard model particle
much weaker than the SM weak interaction, so that it d
not affect the invisibleZ decay width, precisely measured
LEP. The sterile neutrino must also be light enough in or
to participate in the oscillations involving the three acti
neutrinos. After imposing the present constraints from
negative searches at accelerator and reactor neutrino os
tion experiments, one is left with two possible mass patte
which can be included in a single four-neutrino framewo
as described in Sec. II.

In this paper we have performed an analysis of the n
trino oscillation solutions to the solar neutrino problem in t
framework of four-neutrino mixing. We consider both tra
sitions via the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW!
mechanism as well as oscillations in vacuum. Where s
neutrinos are concerned, our formalism contains one a
tional parameter as compared to the pure two-neutrino c
cos2(q23)cos2(q24), whereq23 and q24 give the projections
of the sterile neutrino into each of the two heavier sta
responsible for explanation of the atmospheric neutr
anomaly. In this way, the formalism permits transitions in
active or sterile neutrinos controlled by the additional para
eter and contains as limiting cases the purene-active and
ne-sterile neutrino oscillations.

We have studied the evolution of the different solutions
the solar neutrino problem in this three-parameter sp
when the different sets of observables are included. In F
1–7 we plot the sections of such volumes in the pla
@Dm21

2 , sin2(2q12)# or @Dm21
2 , sin2(q12)# for different values

of c23
2 c24

2 . As a particularity, we also show that for MSW
transitions there are solutions at 99% C.L. atq12 mixing
angles greater thanp/4 and that the best-fit point for th
zenith angle distribution is in the second octant.

Our results show that the SMA region is always a va
solution for any value ofc23

2 c24
2 . This is expected as in th

two-neutrino oscillation picture this solution holds both f
pure active-active and pure active-sterile oscillations. On
other hand, the LMA, LOW, and vacuum solutions beco
worse as the additional mixingc23

2 c24
2 grows and they get to

disappear for large values of the mixing. The main quant
tive results of our analysis are summarized in Table III a
Fig. 8 where we give the maximum values ofc23

2 c24
2 for

which the different solutions are allowed at the 90 and 9
C.L. according to different statistical criteria which depe
on the physics scenario to which the result of our analysi
to be applied.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE RELATION
BETWEEN Pn2\ne

Earth AND Pn2\ns

Earth

In this appendix we derive the relation~2.18! between
Pn2→ne

Earth and Pn2→ns

Earth . In order to see the reason of this rel

tion, it is useful to consider the most general 434 mixing
matrix ~without CP-violating phases! given in Eq.~2.3!, that
can be written as

U5U8U12, ~A1!

with

U85U34U24U23U14U13. ~A2!

Let us define the neutrino states

un r8&5 (
a5e,s,m,t

Uar8 una& ~r 51,2,3,4!. ~A3!

The amplitudes ofnk→na transitions in the Earth fork
51,2 are given by

Ank→na

Earth 5^nauSunk&5(
r 51

4

^naun r8&^n r8uSunk&5(
r 51

4

Uar8 Srk8 ,

~A4!

where the unitary operatorS describes the evolution insid
the Earth andSrk8 [^n r8uSunk&.

It has been shown in Ref.@22# that the matter effects
inside the Earth can generate only transitions betweenn1 ,n2

andn18 ,n28 . Then, we have

Ank→na

Earth 5Ua18 S1k8 1Ua28 S2k8 ~k51,2!, ~A5!

Ank→na

Earth 5Uak8 5Uak ~k53,4!, ~A6!

and the transition probabilities are given by

Pnk→na

Earth 5U8a1
2 uS1k8 u21U8a2

2 uS2k8 u2

12Ua18 Ua28 Re@S1k8 S82k* # ~k51,2!, ~A7!

Pnk→na

Earth 5Uak
2 ~k53,4!. ~A8!

Since the evolution operatorS is unitary, the matrixS8 is
unitary and we have the relations

uS128 u25uS218 u2[P128 , uS118 u25uS228 u2512P128 ,

S118 S218* 1S128 S228* 50, ~A9!

where P128 is the probability ofn2�n18 transitions, that is
equal to the probability ofn1�n28 transitions. It is easy to
5-11
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check that the unitarity constraints~A9! are equivalent to the
probability conservation relations

(
k51

4

Pnk→na

Earth 51, (
a5e,s,m,t

Pnk→na

Earth 51. ~A10!

Let us notice that by construction the matrixU8 is such
that

Ue28 50, ~A11!

and the probability ofnk→ne transitions inside the Earth
depend only onUe18

25cosq13
2 cosq14

2 andP128 :

Pn1→ne

Earth 5Ue18
2~12P128 !, Pn2→ne

Earth 5Ue18
2P128 . ~A12!

On the other hand, in general, for a given mixing mat
U, the transition probabilitiesPnk→na

Earth with a5s,m,t depend

on two independent quantities,P128 and Arg@S118 S218* #. Hence,
in general the probabilitiesPnk→ne

Earth andPnk→ns

Earth must be cal-

culated independently. However, if

Ua18 Ua28 50 ~a5s,m,t!, ~A13!

also Pnk→na

Earth depends only on the elements of the mixi

matrix andP128 :

Pn1→na

Earth 5Ua182~12P128 !1Ua282P128 ,

Pn2→na

Earth 5Ua182P128 1Ua282~12P128 !,

~A14!

for a5s,m,t.
ev

tt

e

cs
9

-
ni
al

01300
In the approximationq135q1450 that we use in the
analysis of solar neutrino data, we have

Ue18 51, Ua18 50 ~a5s,m,t!. ~A15!

Therefore, condition~A13! is satisfied and we obtain

Pn1→ne

Earth 512P128 , Pn2→ne

Earth 5P128 , ~A16!

Pn1→na

Earth 5Ua282P128 , Pn2→na

Earth 5Ua282~12P128 !. ~A17!

Eliminating P128 from relations~A16! and ~A17!, we ob-
tain

Pnk→na

Earth 5Ua282~12Pnk→ne

Earth ! ~k51,2; a5s,m,t!.

~A18!

In particular, for k52 and a5s, we obtain the useful
relation ~2.18! betweenPn2→ns

Earth andPn2→ne

Earth .

In general, considering the possibility of small but no
zero q13 and/or q14, if the mixing angles are such tha
Ua18 50 for a5s,m,t, we have the relation

Pnk→na

Earth 5Ua282S 12
Pnk→ne

Earth

Ue18
2 D ~a5s,m,t!, ~A19!

whereas ifUa28 50 we obtain the relation

Pnk→na

Earth 5
U8a1

2

Ue18
2

Pnk→ne

Earth ~a5s,m,t!. ~A20!
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